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NATALIA ANCISO
WEARS HER
ART ON HER SLEEVE
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atalia Anciso has a real
eye for color. She has
to—she’s an artist. But
you don’t have to see her
work—which prominently
features the bright hues of near-neon flora—
to see how Anciso has mastered the use of
bold, vibrant colors.
When we meet at Royal Ground
Coffee, she emerges through the glass
double doors in a cobalt blue t-shirt, scarlet
pleated skirt, and indigo glasses. Framing
her face is a pair of wood-carved earrings,
big red roses in full bloom. She’s impossible to miss.
Though the palate she wears is loud,
Anciso herself is surprisingly soft-spoken.
Anciso is an artist of inarguable renown;
her work has been exhibited around the
world, and she’s been featured in highprofile magazines like Elle and Latina. She
even earned a shout-out from former Secretary of Education John King, Jr., who said,
“How can we expect a student to become
the next Kara Walker, Natalia Anciso, or
Kehinde Wiley if she’s never analyzed a
painting, or had the chance to deeply study
American history?” Clearly, Anciso is kind
of a big deal.
But you’d never know it from chatting
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with her over iced teas on a warm, clear day
in Berkeley. She speaks gently, sketching
out her ideas with thought and care. As
she talks, she focuses on her experiences
rather than her achievements. She radiates
humility, and she says she has her roots to
thank for that.
“Texas is home,” she says. “Texas
is what shaped me and keeps me humble,
especially the town I’m from.” That town
is Mercedes, where Anciso grew up and
discovered her artistry. A border town,
Mercedes is populated by Chicano families who have lived there for generations.
She calls it “a very small football town,”
like “Friday Night Lights but all Mexican
American people.”
Mercedes is also in one of the poorest
counties in the United States, and tensions
around class, ethnicity, and immigration
status permeate the region. These are also
the issues that directly and profoundly
shape Anciso’s work as an artist.
“Art has been a constant in my life,”
she says. “Since I was little, I’ve always
been drawing. I started with coloring on
walls, and then copying Disney characters,
then that evolved to comic books. I was
always drawing, drawing, drawing.”
As she got older, she used drawing to

understand and work through the social, political, and economic forces that shaped her
hometown, as well as the nation. “Drawing
is a kind of meditation, almost. I got to
reflect a lot in my studio,” she says. “My
work deals with experiences of growing up
on the border, not really feeling like I’m
American enough but being super American
to people in Mexico.”
She also draws a lot of inspiration
from the connections between her own
experiences and the state of our nation. She
speaks euphemistically about the current
immigration crisis, letting her art speak
for her: “It’s hard to process the news, the
images that come out . . . how much the
people look like me and my family,” she
says.
Anciso’s work especially reconciles
her identity and her place in America. “One
reason I’m always drawn to the border
is because my grandma lived three miles
from the border, and if we had been just
three miles south, that could have been
my family.”
Again, she speaks in fairly imprecise
terms, especially when it comes to talking
about the xenophobic politics that currently
endanger countless immigrants. She means
to say that her family, too, could have been
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forced by circumstance to swim across the
Rio Grande or trek through the Mexican
desert, could have been captured by Border
Patrol or held captive in a Texan prison
camp. But she makes this point incisively
with her art; you know exactly what she
meant just by looking “Migra” or “Cruzando,” two of the countless potent drawings
she’s produced in the last decade.
◦◦◦
Anciso’s drawings have a striking simplicity to them. Her canvases vary—she
draws on everything from paper to fabric,
even pillowcases and handkerchiefs—but
her drawing style is distinctive, unmistakable. She mostly draws people: students,
mothers, fallen soldiers, weary migrants.
She draws everyday people, suffering
people, people who, she says, “look like
me.”
Her central figures are sketched in
detailed greyscale. Her technique alone is
incredibly impressive. And then, there’s
the flowers.
Anciso’s artistic signature is the stunning, delicate, and fully alive flowers that
populate her drawings. Shaded with bright
colors—pinks, blues, oranges—Anciso’s
vibrant flora inject her images with life
and love. These tender reminders of growth
hover within most of her pieces. In some,
they consecrate moments of human beauty:
a mother breastfeeding her
child, two elderly
lovers on a
park

bench. In others, flowers bloom at the most
unexpected, heartrending moments: they
sprout from corpses or adorn a crying child.
And the flowers are not just an aesthetic addition—they have deep-seated
significance for Anciso, both personally
and culturally. “Flowers have always been
a big thing in my life,” she says first. “Both
my grandmas always had roses everywhere
in the house.”
Then she thinks for a moment: “That,
and I started researching huipil, those shirts
that are embroidered, traditional.” Huipil
are Mayan textiles worn by indigenous
women throughout Latin America, with
meaning woven into their designs. “I started
researching [huipil]. I just knew that they
were super colorful and bright and I liked
them,” she says. “But the flowers that they
embroider are specific to location, and that’s
what inspires me.”
Anciso adapts this same purposeful
artistry in her own floral work. “In my
artwork, the flowers that I use are specific,”
she says. “So in the work that I’m doing
here in California, you’ll usually see the
California poppy. When I was doing work
based on the border, it was blue bonnets and
native flowers [like] hibiscus.” In honoring and adapting cultural traditions born
south of the border, Anciso has cultivated
an original style and a deeply moving body
of work. Her oeuvre is at once a clash, a
tribute, and a radical act of resistance.

“Civil” (2013)
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◦◦◦
Anciso’s work confronts you. It puts
you face-to-face with the people sidelined
by American history and culture; it’s as
sociopolitically charged as it is beautiful.
One could be surprised that such incisive
work could come from a person as mildmannered and amiable as Natalia Anciso.
Or it just might make perfect sense.
“I’m a quiet person; I’m an introvert,”
Anciso says. “I won’t be the kind of person
who goes out and protests. I do that through
my art.” Indeed, her work is her own unique
form of protest, a kind that allows her to
contribute the larger political conversation
through her own special set of gifts.
Anciso’s work is undoubtedly protest
art. But her art also has a tenderness, even
an occasional whimsy, that makes it truly
singular. In her artistic practice, she creates
with a clear intention: starting important
conversations. “Art is an access point,”
she says. “Art plays a big role in getting
issues out there and getting people to talk.”
This philosophy of art as an access
point has also guided Anciso in other
aspects of her life. Anciso isn’t just a fulltime artist, but also a full-time teacher.
She’s always loved working with kids,
and she now teaches elementary school
students in the East Bay. She got her MA
in Education at UC Berkeley; she loves that
Cal’s program emphasized social justice
and equity, though she laments its lack of
diversity.
She’s deeply and admirably invested
in her students, a champion of arts education and a firm believer in the value of
empowering young people. She was struck
by the disconnect she saw in her students
when she initially taught after-school programs. Dismayed to see kids excited about
practicing art after school while hating their
actual classes, Anciso felt she needed to be
in the classroom. “It was really important to
be a role model to kids that look like me and
came from my same type of background,”
she says. “I love working with kids, teaching them art, teaching them how to have a
voice and use their voice.”
Somehow, Anciso manages to balance
full-time careers as both an artist and a
teacher. “A lot of the artists I look up to are
also educators,” she says. But, still, wearing
both hats has its challenges. “It’s been very
difficult. Especially since I have my son.”
I must have forgotten to mention—

when Natalia Anciso emerged through the
glass double doors of Royal Ground Coffee
in those bright colored clothes and those
big floral earrings, she was also carrying
her young son close to her chest. He has
inquisitive eyes and smooth, shiny black
hair like hers. On top of being a full-time
artist and educator, Anciso is also a fulltime mom.
At this point, it’s perfectly reasonable to wonder if she is superhuman. She
clarifies that she’s not: “People say you’re
this famous artist; I just feel like a regular
person who is trying to survive the day and
get my son potty trained.” Fair enough.
But Anciso is undeniably a “famous
artist,” whether she necessarily likes that
classification or not. “It wasn’t until a few
years ago I felt comfortable saying I am
an artist,” she admits. She points to the
stigma that comes with “telling people
you’re an artist.” Fortunately, now that
she’s grown into her artistry, she’s able to
inspire the next generation of artists in her
own classroom. She admits, “It’s great to
hear kids say, ‘I want to be an artist when
I grow up.’”
I’m still looking to answer the question of How Natalia Anciso Does It All.
She insists she’s a “regular person,” but
she must have a secret to her artistic and
professional success, perhaps even one
she can pass on to other aspiring artists.
“Find a community of creative people
who are supportive and will help you,”
she shares. “Being in the creative arts
is very isolating sometimes, and I
think it’s important that you have a
community to support you.”
Anything else she can share
with us struggling young creatives?
“It sounds really cheesy, but never
give up,” she says. “And just understand that it’s very hard. You’re going

to feel at times that you’re failing, because
sometimes I still feel that way.”
◦◦◦
There’s Natalia Anciso the artist
and educator and mother. But what about
Natalia, the soft-spoken Texan who completes her colorful outfit with black Converse? I want to know her, too.
Turns out, Natalia is pretty cool. No
surprise there. Her favorite movie is The
Goonies (“I’m big on ‘80s movies”). Her
biggest artistic influence is Favianna
Rodriguez, for both her use of color
and her activism. She thinks the blue
bonnet is an “underrated flower” and
is the most fun for her to draw.
Her favorite color is “that deep
royal blue, kind of indigo.” “Kind
of like your glasses,” I remark. She
laughs and confirms my observation. Natalia doesn’t laugh easily,
and when she does, it’s quiet
but honeyed, and it’s always
genuine. Making Natalia laugh,
even just as an act of factual
affirmation, easily
becomes

the best part of my day.
Anciso’s eye for color is evidenced
by her self-fashioning: the bold hues of
her outfit, the glasses in her very favorite
shade of indigo (a very lovely shade, I
might add). She may not wear her heart
on her sleeve, but she certainly wears her
art. If you’re looking for her heart, you’ll
have to check out one of her exhibitions.

“Migra” (2013)
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